Nonsense by Kocinski
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Across
6/4 When the Big Mac man loses his way
and a cut garden flower enters the fray
this writer will appear - ok? (5,4)
7
To the left when on a ride
or you will mix up arsenide! (8)
10 Happy returns around the pole
after year in symbolic whole (3-4)
11 Sock to a singer who liked to drive
as it's the season when woollens arrive (7)
12 Aussie creature that lays an egg
in the leech I'd named as Clegg (7)
13 Motors by at quite a speed
drank the contents? No indeed! (7)
14 Likes impaling mixed-up man
who questioned over series' span (5,8)
19 Elder in a mess with paint
made the road not quite as faint (7)
21 Had healthy fun without the boss
and cut out bits that were no loss (7)
23 That info I left hid inside
is protection for a chicken's hide (7)
25 Take young Oli out of sight
then off with your top if it's not too tight (7)
26 Toil in an extravagant way
quite the reverse in this place I'd say (4,4)
27 Rented out with no student there
made it simpler and lighter to bear (5)
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Down
1
Specialised fish stall hasn't the right
to be place you leave stuff if money is tight (8)
2/24 Labour leader with leaderless Green
Labour leader: a listener is seen
and drawing teacher for Victoria the Queen (6,4)
3
Madame rang confused and distressed
so letters were sent, 'bout - new places to rest (10)
4
See 6 Across
5
I dream, confused, befuddled, queer
and so one finds a love right here (6)
6
I'm not here: shimmery, in a rage
but silly ones are - all over this page (6)
8
US airman, no direction, not right
becomes one of seven to be filmed in a fight (7)
9
Silver is to money's beginning
what old or young can claim is sinning (5)
13 Get water out of soggy hulls
by very poor quality flushes and pulls (5,5)
15 Family men give rise to sons
daughters, cousins .... where one's blood runs (7)
16 Just how far should we go along
as basics are so clearly wrong? (8)
17 Worries about where fingers go
on the neck of my banjo (5)
18 Labour leader crops up – again
without sex appeal and "rearranged" (6)
20 North, north - circle north
after the French, John comes forth (6)
22 Ivor, musician, writer of verse
without whose skill your meals would be worse (6)
24 See 2

